bv Allan J. Gottlieb
Puzzle Corner

ton, the piston itself will act like a big
molecule, and (after many oscillations) the
pressures and temperatures will equalize.
Who is right? Other possibilities ?

An Oscillating
Piston Since 1940
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Allan J. Gottlieb studied
mathematics at M.l.T.

DEC 3 Frank Rubin wants you to replace
each letter by a unique digit to obtain a

(S.B. 1967) and Brandeis

(A.M. 1968, Ph.D. 1973);
he is now Assistant Pro

valid addition:

fessor of Mathematics and

FIVE

Coordinator of Computer
Activities in the Mathematics Department
at York College of the City University of

York

College, Jamaica,

N.Y., 11451.

Though at times last year some skeptics
doubted it could happen, C.U.N.Y. classes
have begun this fall, and York College has
continued its policy of accepting unusual
freshmen: for some reason their average
age remains constant, but every year they
look younget. 1 wonder how that hap

EIGHT

a different four-letter word when the let
ters are selected consecutively in one or
the other of the only two possible direc
tions, as we do with numbers. There will
be a total of ten different words, all of
which must be defined in any one edition

of Webster's dictionaries.

DEC 1 Our first new offering is a fairly
simple chess problem from Glen Ferri:

pens.

Several readers have submitted interest
ing letters. Neil Cohen reports that a letter
of his to columnist D. Keith Mano con
cerning a marriage problem in "Puzzle
Corner" resulted in a column on stable
marriages. Jerome J. Taylor asks some
common questions about computer chess,
and since they appear to be of general in
terest, let me answer them here. A com
puter program as world chess champion is
not imminent. I ex pea this to happen in

the pleasant news that she has received

tenure at Wayne State. Congratulations!

Problems
NS 9 This problem, from George L.
Uman, originally appeared as 1972 DEC
3. There was no solution then; can we
have one now?
In each of the 16 squares of the figure,

place a different letter, selected so each
row, column, and long diagonal will spell
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DEC 4 Peter Hadley has an interesting
result in number theory for you:
It is well known and easily proved that

the differences between consecutive per
fect squares are always odd numbers and
that the difference between two consecu
tive differences will always be 2, which

equals 2! It is also true that the differences

of the differences of the differences of con
secutive perfect cubes is always 6 = 3! In
fact, this pattern holds for all natural
numbers and zero; i.e., (the differences
of)" consecutive perfect nth powers is n!
Below are several arrays which attempt to
demonstrate this more clearly. The bot

tom line consists of consecutive integers
all raised to the same power. Each higher
line consists of numbers each the differ
ence of the two numbers beneath it. Note
that after making the same number of sub
tractions as the power in the bottom row,
we obtain a row all of whose elements are
the factorial of that power. Prove that this

my lifetime (a controversial expectation),
but I am watching my diet and not smok
ing to increase the likelihood. Specifically,
humans will easily hold on for ten years;
but this century will most surely be the
last without a computer champion — un
White to play and mate in two.
less it is the first century to have one.
However, neither computers nor humans DEC 2 The following from J. L. Fried
will be able to "solve" chess (i.e., consider man appeared in a series of advertise
all possible outcomes) before the sun ments published in Technology Review by
"burns" out! Judith Q. Longyear destroys Calibron Products, Inc., of West Orange,

NS 8 (see solutions section) and reports

TWO
ONE

+

New York. Send problems, solutions, and
comments to him at the Department of
Mathematics,

)

N.J., back in 1940:
The ends of a closed cylinder, fitted

with a leakproof, frictionless piston, are
filled with perfect gases having the initial
pressures, volumes, and temperatures in
dicated. If all of the walls are perfect heat
insulators, where will the piston finally
stop? Three students propose three an
swers: A says it will stop where P = p,
using adiabatic processes. B says the pis
ton will oscillate perpetually. C says: even
though heat does not flow through the pis-

is so.
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DEC 5 John T. Rule offers the following
geometry problem: Given two sides, con
struct a parallelogram whose angles are
equal to the angles between its diagonals.
Speed Department
DECSD1 Leo Santori wants you to draw

eight equal-length non-intersecting lines

which define two squares and four trian

gles.

DEC SD2 Joe Horton submits a quickie 1
often use at cocktail parties:
Add a single straight line to the follow
ing "equation" transforming it to a valid
equation {not an inequality).

Also solved by Stuart Schulman

1 = VI

Solutions
JUN 1 You are South, the declarer, with
a contract of three no-trump. West opens
with Jh6. How do you play the hand?
QJ 10 9 4

Q5

♦ AJ 10
J10 3

A K7632

4k 85

V 63
♦ 3
* Q9762

V KJ97
♦ Q987

* 854

¥ A10842
♦ K 6 5 4 2
♦ AK
Apparently the key to this is to discard

thejbA on the fourth trick; after that, it's
not too hard. The following is from R. C.
Evans:

South takes the opening lead of Jh6 with
K. He plays the singleton 4*A at trick 2.
He then crosses to the dummy's ^A, lays
down the AQ and jettisons his JfrA. The
opponents can take the 4kK, dfrQ, one

heart, and one diamond for a total of four
tricks. Declarer takes nine tricks to fulfill

the contract.
Also solved by Hilda Gilinson, Emmet
J. Duffy, R. Robinson Rowe, Smith D.
Turner, Stuart Schulman, M. F. Colaco,
Mark Chen, William J. Butler, Jr., Elmer
Ingraham, Peter Groot, Dave Windsor,
and the proposer, Russell A. Nahigian.

flfffoU
fl

triangle ACB. Since the two sides AB and
AC are equal and the included angle A is
common to both, the two triangles ABC
and ACB are congruent. Therefore, angle
C and B are equal. Q.E.D.

fiT issue
e
ft/frfiT

JUN 3 Prove that the base angles of an
isosceles triangle are equal without con
structing an angle bisector.
The following is from Frederick
Hooven (with help from Marc Kac and an
unnamed computer):
Professor Kac was reporting, along
about 1964, the results of having pro
grammed a computer to perform the

proofs of Euclid's propositions, which it
performed in more or less the convention
al way until it came to this one. He also re

ported that this proof had been found
later in some old texts. In the diagram
below the plane OPQ contains the isos
celes triangle ABC. ABC is inverted by ro
tation through 180° about an axis con
tained in the plane OPQ, producing the

William J. Butler, Jr., Peter Groot, Naom
Markovitz, Frank Rubin, Winslow
Hartford, R. Robinson Rowe, Smith D.

Turner (jdt), Robert Saunders, James

Shearer, Raymond Gaillard, Farrel Powsner, Mary Ltndenberg, Jonathan Luke,
Alexander Slocum, Raymond Kinsley, M.
Capobianco, Leon Bankoff, Emil Deeg,
Elliott Roberts, Hal Shane, Bruce
Fleischer, Daniel Grunberg, Philip Manel,
Harry Zaremba, Verona Winn, Robert

Pogoff, and Avi Orstein.

JUN 4 Using a computer with a fourregister stack plus one storage register,

numerical entries, clear and print instruc
tions, and nine operating keys, generate

355/113, a rational number which is a

close approximation to pi, in the
minimum number of operations. The nine
operating keys have the following

functions, starting from the following ini

tial condition of the registers:
M

DCBA

The "add" instruction yields:
M

ODCA + B

The "subtract" instruction yields:
M

Brand new!

Martin Gardner's
MATHEMATICAL
MAGIC SHOW
It's a splendid new
book of his MathematicalGamesfrom
Scientific A mprican |

— from Venusian

Additionandtheart

of Painting, Trisect
ing, and Nesting your Mobius
to Game Theory Gamesman
ship and Conjuring Numbers
out of Nothing! Expanded with

hitherto unpublished back-talk
from readers and afterthoughts
from the author. Plus 133 draw
ings and diagrams.

$8.95 at bookstores. Or send check
to Dept. TR, Alfred A. Knopf, 201
East 50th Street, New York 10022.

Add 50? postage & handling, plus
sales tax where applicable. If not
delighted, return for refund within
18 days.

ODCB-A

The "multiply" instruction yields:
M

ODCA

B

The "divide" instruction yields:
M

ODCB/A

The "square root" instruction yields:

M

DCBVA

The "repeat" (or "enter") instruction
yields:
M

CBAA

The "interchange" instruction yields:
M

DCAB

The "recall" instruction yields:
M

CBAM

The "store" instruction yields:
A

DCBA

The shortest solution is from the pro

poser, B. W. Latourneau, who offers a
21-step calculation as shown at the top of
the next page.
Albert A. Mullin notes that he posed a
similar problem in American Mathemat

ical Monthly in February, 1975, relating
to the design of electric circuits; thus

diophantive equations are applicable to
both computer hardware and software.

Also solved by William J. Butler, Jr.,
Harvey Greenberg, Jacob Bergmann,
Philip Martel, and Peter Groot.

COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT
We are a Chicago-based diversified
chemical company with growth oppor

tunities in our New Ventures Department.
Qualified applicants for this Project
Manager. New Ventures Position will
have a technical degree (Chemical En
gineering or Chemistry) plus an MBA or
MS in Industrial Administration plus 2-7
years commercial development ^or new
products introduction dealing with new

sophisticated products stressing
technological advantages. Will under
take market research and development
calls on Chemical, Pharmaceutical and
other process industries. Will also help
establish commercialized targets and
monitor progress on building new busi
nesses.

Positions offer challenge, opportunity to
demonstrate business acumen and
entre"e to management positions. Mid to
upper 20"s salary.

Please submit resume including recent

earnings history to

L E. Jasker

ARMAK COMPANY
P.O. Box 1805
Chicago, III. 60690

An Equal Opportunity Employer MI f
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PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING
FOR

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE PROGRAMS
provides COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES:
• CONCEPTUAL PLANNING

to establish FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY
• PROJECT PLANNING

for CAPITAL APPROPRIATION
• IMPLEMENTATION SERVICES

for AUTHORIZED PROGRAMS

TO ACHIEVE THE CLIENTS
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE.
POWER • INDUSTRY- ENVIRONMENT

[A1AIIM
\&tgmeers

CHAS.T.A1AIINJ, IIMC.

JUN 5 Six width gauges are permanently
mounted on a ring. They can measure any
width from 0.001" to 0.031" in 0.001"
steps by using individual gauges or by slid
ing two, three, four, five, or six consecu
tive gauges together. Find five ways to do

this, giving the widths of the gauges and

Management Consultants
Asonv of die leading firms in our field,
we have achieved slrong performance
in a competitive environment through

our success in attracting, motivating

and retaining highly skilled business

professionals.

To

insure

future

growth, we are currently seeking indi

viduals whose background shows a

consistent
record of outstanding
accomplishment and are qualified to
continue their career in one or more of
the following disciplines.

Our assignments are both challenging
and rewarding with an emphasis on
professional and personal growth
through direct contact with an impres

sive base of domestic and international

clients. Initial compensation would be
attractive to those individuals with a
related graduate degree and 2-4 years
applicable work experience.

FINANCIAL
PLANNING
& CONTROL

A slrong background in luo or

more ot the following: (I) cost
accounting:
(2) planning &

budgeting: (3) accounting in
ventory or manufacturing con

trol systems: (•») I-DP systems:
and (5) financial analysis.

EDP SYSTEMS

A thorough knowledge of computer
ization of business systems com
bined with significant experience in
communications networks and/or
data base design is preferred.

their order on the ring.
The following is from Peter Groot:
Since we can start with any of six
gauges and count 1,2,3, 4, or 5, we have
30 measurements, plus a measurement of
.031" with all six. Thus each individual
gauge and each combination must be
unique. There must then be a .001 and a
.002, and if not together there must be a
.003 in the set. From the requirement for

uniqueness and sum we can construct the
21 possible sets. After some trial and er

ror, the following solutions emerge:

Industrial
Engineering

Previous experience demonstrating a
good understanding of I.E. tech
niques with the ability to apply them
in manufacturing and management
analysis, production and material
control and accounting reporting

system is required.

Also solved by William J. Butler, Jr., R.
Robinson Rowe, James W. Shearer, Harry
Zaremba, Winslow Hartford, Stuart

Schulman, Dennis Sandow, Kenneth

Wise, and the proposer, Emmet J. Duffy.
Mr. Sandow reports that his SR-52 found

four solutions after 93 hours, and Mr.

> Plejse submit your resume
or /otter, (privacy of inquiry
*is assured) indicating qua/-

Dept.TR1277 18th Floor

'presents requirement, and

m Yarl(. "■'• 10017
.OR CALL COLLECT
(212IG22 473G
-

■ - 277 P"kMAvve""en

t'ifications,'. salary • history,

-p'ositioh.bfinterest.to': '■■'■'

:

Organization/Personnel

Prior duties in a corporate or consulting organiza
tion to include professional recruitment/search,
F.F.O analysis/administration, compensation

planning and/or organizational development.

Rowe comments that this might be con
sidered a particular case for a set of n
gauges making all incremental thicknesses

from 1 to n* - n + 1 mils; and he wonders
for what n besides 6 the general case has

solutions.

NS 7 Let N be some fixed positive in
teger. Show that there exist positive ra
tional numbers a,, ..., a^ such that for

any m, 1< m £ N

S(m) = ^ a,3
16
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is the square of a rational number, and
S(N) = 1.

Alan LaVergne has supplied a long and
complex proof that no such sequence of
rationals exists. Unfortunately, space
doesn't permit its publication; readers
who wish a copy should write to the

Classified
PROFESSIONAL

WHENYbuNEED

Editors at Room 10-140, M.I.T., Cam
bridge, Mass., 02139. William J. Butler

and Charles
sponded.

Suite T, 1518 Walnut St.. Phila., Pa. 19102

■

An Employment Agency for All Technical Fields

90°:

I

PUBLICATIONS

Seeking Exceptional
Professionals tor

MARTIAN SUNSET

High Technology

Environments

LOUIS RUDZINSKY
ASSOCIATES
Executive Search CunuilUnf*

Genuine NASA Viking 1 high quaity
FULL-COLOR ART PRINT. 22' x 34- ideal tor
permanent framing and display. Beautiful
$9.95 plus $1 05 insured postage

WOODSTOCK PRODUCTS
P O Box 4087. Dept TR1. Beverly Hills.Ca 90213

16SA M*cwcfcu»*m Avenvt

L»»ir*eion. MtauchuMm 02173
1617) 4824727

HOW TO EARN MONEY
AS A CONSULTANT

An C

(including specimen contracts) $21 Business
Psychology Int'l. 890/13 National Press Bldg

McGuinness has re

Proposers' Solutions to Speed Problems
SD1 Let A be any angle between 45° and

Prototype sold to paper mill by two physcists
Additional units constructed. Changed personal
circumstances necessitate Icensing ol patent
Gravicon. 1133 Magnota Road. Toaneck. N J 07666

A. L. Krasnow, 'SI, Prea.

projection.

PERM 2 Morrie Gasser has responded.

30KLIST

ATOMIC PERSONNEL, INC.

must be x = 6n - 1, x + 2 = 6n + 1, so

NS 6 William
sponded.

STATE OF ART INSTRUMENTS:

tion. Over 1000 client companies
'count on our technical stall (or
help. You can, too. Call today.

Ha! The twin primes conjecture is that
there exist infinitely many pairs of num
bers x, x + 2 both prime. Past x = 3, they

NS 5 James Shearer noticed that B should
be connected to every C in the non-polar

Resume and rales en request. No charge lor initial
consultation. Bruce D Suratein. 141 MdK Street.
Suite82S. Boston. 02109. (617)426-6464 Telex 94-0658

No charge unless we fill your posi

Judith Longyear writes:

MIT'39

PATENT ATTORNEY

In any technical Held, call (215) 735-4908.
We have been placing carefully selected
engineers, chemists, scientists, metallur
gists and technical sales people in all
fields since 1959 . . . and we can
do the same for you.

NS 8 Under what additional conditions is
it true that 6N + 1 or 6N — 1 is prime,
where N is a counting number?

Better Late Than Never
NS 4 John Stillwell solved the problem,
noticed the solution in Spivak's book
mentioned in June, and traced the prob
lem to a 1923 book of Kerekjarto.

6 Beacon St.. Boston. Mass. 02103

617-742-0584

GETTING HELP

Richards have also re

this is probably an NS for a long time.
Bombieri recently received a field medal
for coming close.

JOSEPH ZALLEN
PATENT ATTORNEY

Washngton. DC 20045

WE ARE CONSTANTLY
SEARCHING FOR:
• Engineers: EE's. ME's. CHE'S
• Scientists • Programmers
• Systems Analysis • MBA's
Submit your resume and
salary history to:

ENGINEERING ECONOMICS REVIEW
Solutions lo problems in Economic Analysis from
past examinations for License ol Professional
Engineer. $6 50 Frve other pubEcattons cover
ing engineering problems also available Write
lor free brochure. WflBam Glendiming SM M.I.T
and PE S123 Bell Brv'd. Bayside. NY. 11364

Mann Lyons

ZAPPI

Personnel Services. Inc
234 No Man Street

ManslioW, Mass. 02048
(617)339-9301
714 Washington Street
Norwood. Mass 02062
(617) 762-4100

An investment-onented quarterly analysis olGeopoitcal

THE
PEOPLE

PEOPLE

events and theory, lealunng the count down to WWIII

and the South Abcan Report Single issue $15 One year
$48 Satisfaction guaranteed Zartenga Enterprises. 160
E 38. NY 10016

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
DIRECTORY OF R&D PROGRAMS

You're Boxed In

SD2 1 = VT.

Classified Ads: S3.00 per line: two-line

Your career is blocked. You're
frustrated and insecure. Time is going
by and things aren't getting better.
You need to lind a better way. You
need new objectives for yourself and new
strategies for achieving your objectives.
That's my job. I am a management
consultant, specializing in change, and
I have helped hundreds gel out of that
box and onto a more satisfying career
and life path.
Write for free brochure T11, "Get
Out of that Box — Now!", or telephone
for an appointment. Don't wait. Do it now.

minimum. (Allow 32 letters & spaces for lust (me; SO

letters & spaces for each additional line.)

Display AdS: $25.00 for first column inch; $20.00
for each additional inch.

Copy Deadline: one month prior to publication

dato Payment in advance of insertion required lor less
Inan three insertions in one year. Send orders to
Classified Section. TechnologyRoview, MIT.,
E19-430. Cambridge, Mass. 02139.

fl/va Poor. SM
Managanenl.

Rlva Poor Associates
73 Kirkland Street
Cambridge, Ma 02138
Telephone:
(617) 868-4447

INFORMATION ON PROGRAMS and personnel

transferred, phone numbers, and FY1978 R&D
budgets. Prepaid orders $25
orders and further information:
GOVERNMENT R&D REPORT.
MIT. Branch. P.O. Box85.Cambridge MA02139
Phone (617) 356-2424

TRAVEL
80 EXPEDITIONS AND
OUTINGS TO REMOTE WILDERNESS
AREAS OF THE WORLD...
Country walks, mountaineering expeditions, river

running, desert caravans -.. From the Himalayas
to the Hebrides. Irom the Andes lo the Arctc.

there are stil incredible adventures to be had and
untold discoveries lo be made Let us tempt you
with our free 64-page illustrated catalog, a trip in
itself Write Mountain Travel. 1398-TR Solano
Avenue. Albany. Ca 94706
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